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How would you rate your experience with each program?
(#) = respondents

non-users filtered from results

very poorly poorly used it but feel neutral good very good

All programs generally were rated good, however newer programs showed considerable room 
for improvement, particularly among people who rated them poorly or very poorly. Go By Bike 
continues to be the most enthusiastically recieved program, followed closely by the transit 
program and Guaranteed Ride Home.   
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MyCommute Carpool (984)

Scoop Carpool (989)

Lyft Off (980)

Bike incentive (982)

Walk incentive (978)

Guaranteed Ride Home (978)

Awareness and engagement
MyCommute programs

I am unsure what this is

Interested to use in future but haven't yet

I use it currently, as needed

Tried but do not plan to use again

Aware but don't intend to use
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OHSU bike garage/cage (976)

Go By Bike valet (979)

Go By Bike share (973)

Awareness and engagement
Bike facilities

I am unsure what this is

Interested to use in future but haven't yet

I use it currently, as needed

Tried but do not plan to use again

Aware but don't intend to use
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TriMet Universal Pass (996)

C-Tran Express Pass (963)

OHSU Shuttle (992)

Awareness and engagement
Transit programs

I am unsure what this is

Interested to use in future but haven't yet

I use it currently, as needed

Tried but do not plan to use again

Aware but don't intend to use
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Electric Vehicle charging station

OHSU off site parking facility (Neveh Shalom)

OHSU daily or hourly parking

OHSU long term parking permit

Awareness and engagement
Parking programs

I am unsure what this is

Interested to use in future but haven't yet

I use it currently, as needed

Tried but do not plan to use again

Aware but don't intend to use
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Electric Vehicle charging station

OHSU off site parking facility (Neveh Shalom)

OHSU daily or hourly parking

OHSU long term parking permit

Awareness and engagement
Parking programs

I am unsure what this is

Interested to use in future but haven't yet

I use it currently, as needed

Tried but do not plan to use again

Aware but don't intend to use

Please select your level of engagement with each service.


